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From the Vice Chancellor’s Desk 

Established in the year 2001, Jagadguru Rambhadracharya 

Divyang State University, Chitrakoot (Uttar Pradesh), is completely 

committed towards higher education and rehabilitation of the disabled. 

The University has established 20 departments under 07 Faculties for 

higher education and professional courses. Additionally, 15 more 

Faculties are to be established in future. Finally, computer is mandatory in 

the courses of Humanities and Social Sciences. The University has 

adopted new education system as per NEP 2020 guidelines so that the 

students can get innovative education along with fundamental Indian knowledge. The University has the 

facility of placement along with research on account of which the students contribute their best to make the 

nation strong. The University is providing free education, accommodation and food to each and every 

divyang student of all eligible courses. In a short period, the University has established long-term records 

of quality education, which include the arrangements like the establishment of studio, linking of Central 

Library, Rehabilitation Center with community works and Wi-Fi premises. Presently the university is 

focusing on the use of ICT centric teaching scheme and virtual system so that university education can be 

made more qualitative and sensitive for the disabled.  

Having been established as a state university, in 2023, the general students will also be given 

admission, apart from the divyang aspirants, from the session 2024-25. On one hand, the University's 

commitment is clearly visible in the efficient operation of programs like National Cleanliness Campaign 

and National Service Scheme, on the other hand, in the implementation of various programs in the field of 

teaching and research as per the UGC guidelines. Successful conduct of Joint Research Entrance 

Examination, advancement of CBCS system in evaluation, skill training and counselling programs and 

creation of barrier free and gender sensitive environment are some of the notable achievements of this 

University. Not only hope, there is full confidence that the university will prove to be a milestone in the 

direction of providing global level quality education in the near future. 

Prof. Shishir Kumar Pandey 

Vice-Chancellor  


